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ABSTRACT

The coalescence of two neutron stars was recently observed in a multi-messenger detection of grav-
itational wave (GW) and electromagnetic (EM) radiation. Binary neutron stars that merge within
a Hubble time, as well as many other compact binaries, are expected to form via common envelope

evolution. Yet five decades of research on common envelope evolution have not yet resulted in a
satisfactory understanding of the multi-spatial multi-timescale evolution for the systems that lead to
compact binaries. In this paper, we report on the first successful simulations of common envelope

ejection leading to binary neutron star formation in 3D hydrodynamics. We simulate the dynamical
inspiral phase of the interaction between a 12M� red supergiant and a 1.4M� neutron star for different
initial separations and initial conditions. For all of our simulations, we find complete envelope ejection

and a final orbital separation of ≈ 1.1–2.8R�, leading to a binary neutron star that will merge within
0.01–1 Gyr. We find an αCE-equivalent efficiency of ≈ 0.1–0.4 for the models we study, but this may
be specific for these extended progenitors. We fully resolve the core of the star to . 0.005R� and our
3D hydrodynamics simulations are informed by an adjusted 1D analytic energy formalism and a 2D

kinematics study in order to overcome the prohibitive computational cost of simulating these systems.
The framework we develop in this paper can be used to simulate a wide variety of interactions between
stars, from stellar mergers to common envelope episodes leading to GW sources.

Keywords: neutron stars—gravitational waves—common envelope—stellar evolution—hydrodynamics

1. INTRODUCTION

Until now, the majority of astrophysical sources
detected by the advanced Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) and Virgo
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observatory have involved stellar mass binary black hole
(BBH) mergers, with the two most notable exceptions
being the (likely) binary neutron star (BNS) mergers
GW170817 and GW190425 (Abbott et al. 2017a, 2020).
While dynamical encounters may play a role in the ori-

gin of BBHs, they are not an effective pathway for the
assembly of binary neutron star mergers (e.g., Ye et al.
2020), which are thought to form almost exclusively in
interacting binaries (Tutukov & Yungelson 1973, 1993;
Belczynski et al. 2016).
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Massive stars are the progenitors of neutron stars and
black holes, and the majority of massive (i.e., type B
and O) stars are in interacting binaries (Sana et al.
2012; Moe & Di Stefano 2017). A BNS is expected
to form from the cores of well-evolved stars, and thus
have much lower orbital energy and angular momen-
tum than the original binary progenitor. For BNSs that
merge in a Hubble time, after one of the progenitor stars
evolves through the red giant phase and overflows its
Roche lobe, the original binary is believed to signifi-
cantly shrink during a phase of unstable mass trans-
fer, which leads to a spiral-in of the binary and ejec-
tion of the envelope—this is collectively commonly re-
ferred to as common envelope (CE) evolution (e.g., Rit-
ter 1975; Paczynski 1976; Iben & Livio 1993; Ivanova
et al. 2013b). If this process leads to a deposition of
orbital energy that is sufficient to eject the envelope
of the giant, the predicted properties of the resulting
compact binary could match the observed properties of

the BNS population. Past attempts to model this pro-
cess have failed because they cannot reproduce these
observed properties. A more complete (and in particu-
lar, multidimensional) theoretical description is required

in order to provide an accurate description of the evo-
lution of a NS embedded in a common envelope. This
work focuses on the decades-long pursuit of this elusive

phenomenon.
A critical juncture in the life of a binary occurs just af-

ter mass transfer commences in the system. The system

either coalesces or may survive to become an interact-
ing binary. This is the case of the recently discovered
M Supergiant High Mass X-Ray Binary (HMXB) 4U
1954+31 (Hinkle et al. 2020), which contains a late-type

supergiant of mass 9+6
−2M�; it is the only known binary

system of its type. It is difficult and rare to observe a
system in this state, as the system evolves rapidly, yet

this discovery may be the first observation of a system
similar to the progenitor studied in this work. If mass
transfer becomes unstable in this system it could lead to
a CE episode. Two outcomes are then possible: (1) one
star has a clear core/envelope separation and the other
star is engulfed into its envelope, or (2) both stars have
a core/envelope separation and the envelopes of the two
stars overfill their Roche lobes. Usually, the term CE is
used to describe a situation in which the envelope is not
co-rotating with the binary and is not necessarily in hy-

drostatic equilibrium. The state of the primary at onset
of CE evolution is determined by the initial separation
and the orbital evolution of the binary—generally, it will
begin when the radius of the primary overflows its Roche
lobe. The outcome of the CE phase can be either a stel-
lar merger or the formation of close binary. If the latter,

this tightened binary has an associated merger timescale
from gravitational-wave (GW) dissipation that depends
on the final orbital separation and energy of the binary.
If these are small enough such that the binary merges
within a Hubble time, the stellar remnants—either black
holes, neutron stars, or white dwarfs—will merge and
produce GW and possibly electromagnetic (EM) radia-
tion.

In particular, BNS mergers expel metallic, radioactive
debris (the light from which is referred to as a kilonova)
that can be seen by telescopes (e.g., Kasen et al. 2017).
In August 2017, for the first time, we detected both
GWs and EM radiation (Coulter et al. 2017; Abbott
et al. 2017b; Goldstein et al. 2017) coming from the same
astrophysical event. This landmark discovery, which has
opened up new lines of research into several areas in
astrophysics and physics, makes the study of interacting

binaries and common envelope in particular, even more
essential in our attempts to discern the assembly history
of these probes of extreme physics. Yet, their formation

process remains an open question.
In this work we present the first 3D hydrodynam-

ics simulations of successful CE ejection leading to a
BNS system. Simulations of this kind have not been

performed so far due to the prohibitive computational
cost—the relevant dynamic ranges of density and phys-
ical distance are &106 (e.g., the global problem must

resolve a R ≈ 106 cm neutron star within the enve-
lope of a R ≈ 1013 cm giant star, whose density varies
from ρ ≈ 106 g/cm3 to ρ ≈ 10−9 g/cm3 within the rel-

evant regions). Most 3D hydrodynamics simulations of
CE evolution have been at relatively equal mass ratios
and for relatively low stellar masses (M? . 3M�) (e.g.,
Zhang & Fryer 2001; Ricker & Taam 2008, 2012; Nandez

& Ivanova 2016; Ohlmann et al. 2016; Prust & Chang
2019; Kramer et al. 2020; Sand et al. 2020; Chamandy
et al. 2020), and there has been an early attempt and

characterization of the difficulties faced by simulating
a massive star binary by Ricker et al. (2019). Higher
mass ratios involving NSs have been studied in 1D (e.g.,
MacLeod & Ramirez-Ruiz 2015; Fragos et al. 2019).

In contrast to other contemporary studies, the initial
conditions of our 3D hydrodynamics simulations are in-
formed by an adjusted 1D analytic energy formalism and
a 2D kinematics study. We start the 3D hydrodynamics
simulation once the secondary has reached a relatively
small radius (after ejecting < 0.1% of the star’s binding
energy, at r ≈ 10R�) compared to the full radius of the
star. In contrast to other contemporary work in which
the core is often replaced with a point mass, we fully
resolve the core to . 0.005R�.
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This paper is organized as follows. §2 describes our
methods, including the 1D analysis, 2D kinematics, and
3D hydrodynamics, §3 describes our results, §4 compares
to other work and discusses caveats and future work, and
§5 concludes.

2. METHODS

We simulate the CE evolution of an initially 12M� red
supergiant primary (donor) and a 1.4M� point mass sec-
ondary (NS) in 3D hydrodynamics, for different initial
separations and initial conditions. We build the pri-
mary with a 1D stellar evolution code (MESA). We use
an adjusted 1D energy formalism to predict the likely
CE ejection regime, and we use a 2D kinematics study
to inform the initial conditions of the 3D hydrodynam-
ics simulations. We import the stellar model to the 3D
hydrodynamics simulation (FLASH), in which we excise

the outermost layers of the star with negligible binding
energy and start the secondary relatively close to the
core of the primary where the CE ejection is predicted

to take place.

2.1. MESA model

We use the 1D stellar evolution code MESA v8118
(Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015) to construct the pri-

mary. We use an inlist from Götberg et al. (2018),
which is publicly available on Zenodo.1 We construct a
12M� solar-metallicity (X=0.7154, Y=0.270, Z=0.0142;

Asplund et al. 2009) primary as this is a typical mass to
form a NS (Heger et al. 2003). In §3 we show the evolu-
tionary history of this model and in §C and §D we show
mass, density, composition, and binding energy profiles

for the models we simulate in 3D hydrodynamics.
See Section 2.1 of Götberg et al. (2018) for details on

the MESA setup. Additional uncertainties in the MESA

modeling are discussed in Section 4. In brief, our setup is
to use the mesa 49.net nuclear network of 49 isotopes,
account for overshooting following Brott et al. (2011),

and account for mass loss using the wind schemes of de
Jager et al. (1988) and Vink et al. (2001).

2.2. Energy formalism

We perform CE energy formalism (α formalism; Livio
& Soker 1988; van den Heuvel 1976; Webbink 1984; de
Kool 1990; Iben & Livio 1993) calculations on the pro-
files to predict the radius ranges in which CE ejection is
possible and to inform the initial conditions of the 3D
hydrodynamics simulations. As in Wu et al. (2020), we
calculate the gravitational binding energy and orbital

1 MESA inlists, v8118: https://zenodo.org/record/2595656.

energy loss profiles (see §D) for the MESA model at all
ages throughout its giant branch evolution. These pro-
files help determine the predicted ejection ranges (see
§3). See Wu et al. (2020) and Everson et al. (2020) for
further details of these calculations.

Local 3D hydrodynamical simulations of CE have
shown that during dynamical inspiral, the energy depo-
sition from the secondary’s plunge extends inward from
the secondary’s location, heating and unbinding deeper
envelope material (see, e.g., MacLeod et al. 2017a; De
et al. 2020). To incorporate the effects of this energy
deposition on the ejection radius range, we also apply
an adjusted α formalism (Everson 2020) that requires
the orbital energy loss to overcome the binding energy
at radii deeper than that given by the orbital separation,
corresponding to r − Ra (where Ra is the Bondi accre-
tion radius) or r − RRoche (where RRoche is the Roche
radius); see below. The ejection ranges shown in Fig-
ure 1 were calculated using this adjusted α formalism as

well as using work from Everson et al. (2020).
All α formalism calculations in, e.g., Figure 10, are

based on, e.g., Ivanova et al. (2013b) and Kruckow et al.
(2016). The change in orbital energy is defined as in

Eqn. 2 of Kruckow et al. (2016):

∆Eorb = −GMcoreMsecondary

2af
+
GMdonorMsecondary

2ai
,

(1)
where ai is the initial orbital separation and af is the

final orbital separation, and the gravitational binding
energy is defined as

Ebind = −
∫
Gm

r
dm. (2)

For the r−Ra adjusted formalism we use the accretion
radius as defined in, e.g., Bondi & Hoyle (1944) and

Hoyle & Lyttleton (1939):

Ra =
2GMsecondary

v2∞
(3)

and for the r − RRoche adjusted formalism we use the
Roche radius (the radius equivalent to the volume of the

Roche lobe) as in the approximation of Eggleton (1983).
We adapted a 2D integrator used to study the kine-

matics of CE inspiral with drag (MacLeod et al. 2017a)
with the results from a 3D study of drag coefficients
in CE evolution with density gradients (De et al. 2020)
to determine an initial velocity vector for the radius at
which we begin our 3D hydrodynamics simulations. We
also compare to results a circular initial velocity vector.

2.3. FLASH setup

https://zenodo.org/record/2595656
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The outline of our 3D hydrodynamics setup is the fol-
lowing: (1) excise the tenuous outer layers of the pri-
mary (donor) star, (2) initialize the primary on the grid,
(3) relax the point particle secondary (neutron star) onto
the grid, (4) initialize the point particle’s velocity vector
based on the 2D kinematics results, and (5) simulate the
system in 3D hydrodynamics until the orbital separation
stalls and “parks”.

In this paper, we focus on evolutionary stages which
we expect that will lead to a CE ejection a priori and
then use 3D hydrodynamics to simulate the crucial dy-
namical inspiral phase of the CE evolution.

Numerical diffusion prohibits us from evolving the sys-
tem for & 30 orbits, since for many orbits, numerically-
driven drag results in the companion inspiraling toward
the core of the donor. See §4 for a detailed discussion of
this. Thus, we consider only evolution in the 3D hydro-
dynamics on a timescale much shorter than the thermal
timescale, to prevent including artificially merging or

ejected cases.
We use a custom setup of the 3D adaptive-mesh re-

finement (AMR) hydrodynamics code FLASH (Fryxell
et al. 2000), version 4.32. Our FLASH setup is based on

that of Wu et al. (2020), which was based on that of Law-
Smith et al. (2019) and Law-Smith et al. (2020), which
was in turn based on that of Guillochon et al. (2009)

and Guillochon & Ramirez-Ruiz (2013). See these refer-
ences for more details on the numerics. A brief summary
including salient features and changes to the setup is be-
low.

We use an Helmholtz equation of state with an ex-
tended Helmholtz table3 spanning 10−12 ≤ ρ [g cm−3] ≤
1015 and 103 ≤ T [K] ≤ 1013. The Helmholtz equation

of state assumes full ionization (Timmes & Swesty 2000)
and thus does not include recombination energy in the
internal energy. We track the same chemical abundances

in the 3D hydrodynamics as in the MESA nuclear net-
work for the star, for all elements above a mass fraction
of 10−5 (this value is somewhat arbitrary but does not
affect the results); this is 22 elements ranging from hy-
drogen (1H) to iron (56Fe). While including an arbitrary
number of the elements tracked in MESA is possible, in-
cluding all of the elements would unnecessarily increase
the memory load of the 3D hydrodynamics.

We excise the outer envelope of the primary donor
star, which constitutes < 0.1% of the total binding en-
ergy (see §2.2, §3, and §C for further discussion) and

is easily ejected, trimming the star to R = 10R�. Our

2 The updates in later versions do not affect our setup.
3 As of time of writing available at http://cococubed.asu.edu/

code pages/eos.shtml.

box size is ∆Xmax = 40R� on a side. This technique
was also employed in Wu et al. (2020). We refine such
that ∆Xmin . 0.005R� within a factor of 100 of the
maximum density, then derefine in the AMR with de-
creasing density, for N ≈ 272 cells across the diameter
of the star for the nominal simulations presented in this
paper. We verified the hydrostatic equilibrium of our
initial conditions for several dynamical timescales of the
star (and 100s of dynamical timescales of the core). Hy-
drostatic equilibrium following the relaxation scheme in
our setup has also been tested in e.g., Law-Smith et al.
(2020). We initialize the secondary point mass (NS) at
r = 8R�, well within the envelope of the 10R� trimmed
star. After initializing the star on the grid, we gradually
introduce the point mass secondary inside the envelope
of the primary by gradually increasing its velocity to
its initial velocity vector (see also §2.2). This technique
is also used in MacLeod et al. (2017a) and Wu et al.
(2020).

More realistic initial conditions would start at the
point of Roche lobe overflow to take into account the
transfer of energy and angular momentum from the orbit

to the envelope, but this is computationally prohibitive
for a R? ≈ 1000R� primary with a density range over 15
orders of magnitude (from ρ ≈ 106 to ρ ≈ 10−9 g/cm3).
However, we argue that the initial conditions used in

this work are similar to the configuration if we had be-
gun the simulation at this earlier stage and evolved it to
the time we start our simulation. This is justified in §C

and using the methods of §2.2.
We use two initial velocity vectors: (1) circular and

(2) informed by a 2D kinematics study using the stel-
lar density profile. The 2D kinematics velocity vectors

are derived from orbits that are more eccentric than a
circular orbit. However, we find that the initial veloc-
ity vector does not have a significant effect on the final

outcome of the simulation, with both velocity vectors
leading to qualitatively similar results. This weak de-
pendence on the initial velocity vector is due to the fact
that the point mass relatively quickly encounters drag
and spirals inward dynamically, as was also found in Wu
et al. (2020).

We also perform a numerical convergence study (see
§G for details). For this, we run two simulations with
the same initial conditions but one with 2.5 times higher
linear resolution than the other, and find very similar

results in the orbital evolution and energy of the enve-
lope, verifying that our nominal resolution of ∆Xmin .
0.005R� is converged.

3. RESULTS

3.1. 1D modeling

http://cococubed.asu.edu/code_pages/eos.shtml
http://cococubed.asu.edu/code_pages/eos.shtml
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Figure 1. MESA evolutionary history for the 12M� primary (donor) star. Top: radius vs. time. Red circles indicate the
models we simulate in 3D hydrodynamics. Bottom left: focus on the first rise (expansion). Vertical lines indicate the earliest
ages where CE ejection is possible and shaded regions indicate the radius ranges where CE ejection is possible according to our
adjusted 1D energy formalism. Red line indicates the radius of the He core. Red ‘X’s indicate final orbital separation from our
3D hydrodynamics simulations. Bottom right: focus on the second rise. See §C for further details on the MESA model.

The top panel of Figure 1 shows radius vs. time for
the initially 12M� donor, evolved as a single star using

the setup of Götberg et al. (2018). The red circles indi-
cate the three different initial conditions we simulate in
3D hydrodynamics: near the first peak (R? = 750R�,
M? = 11.8M�), on the second rise (R? = 900R�,
M? = 9.9M�), and at the second peak (R? = 1080R�,
M? = 9.8M�). The first peak corresponds to RLOF
(Roche-lobe overflow) during late hydrogen-shell burn-
ing (case B; e.g., Kippenhahn & Weigert 1967) and the
second peak to RLOF after core-helium burning (case
C; e.g., Lauterborn 1970). In all three cases, the donor
has a deep convective envelope and the mass transfer is
dynamically unstable.

In the bottom panels, we zoom in on the first and
second rises (expansions). The radius of the He core is
shown in red (defined by the he core mass attribute in
MESA, using he core boundary h1 fraction ≥ 0.01

and min boundary fraction ≥ 0.1). It is Rcore =
0.31R� for the first peak, Rcore = 0.36R� for the sec-

ond rise, and Rcore = 0.8R� for the second peak. For
a given stellar age, the predicted radius ranges where

CE ejection is possible as predicted by the three 1D
energy formalisms (standard α formalism, r − Ra ad-
justed formalism, and r − RRoche adjusted formalism)
are shown in shaded blue, orange, and green respectively
(see §2.2). We start the FLASH simulations just within
these ranges (see §2). Red ‘X’s indicate the time at
which the envelope is ejected in our 3D hydrodynamics
simulations (see Figure 4).

The bottom left panel focuses on the first rise. The
earliest ages at which CE ejection is possible from the

1D energy formalisms are indicated by the vertical lines.
The bottom right panel focuses on the second rise. Here
the different energy formalisms predict a similar range
of radii for possible CE ejection, and in the 3D hydro-
dynamics we eject the envelope within these ranges.

We calculate the minimum radius on the second rise
in which Roche-lobe overflow is possible, accounting for
orbital widening of the binary as a result of mass loss
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by fast stellar winds during its prior evolution (see §E
for discussion and details on this). We find that af-
ter the first peak (at R? = 757R�), for radii less than
R? = 900R� on the second rise, RLOF will not oc-
cur. Thus, we simulate three models in 3D hydrody-
namics that are chosen to span the range of stellar struc-
tures in which dynamical CE ejection is possible for a
12M� primary: near the first peak (R? = 750R�), on
the second rise (R? = 900R�), and at the second peak
(R? = 1080R�). We note that the 750R� and 1080R�
models may appear fine-tuned in isolation, but they are
chosen so that our suite of 3D hydrodynamics simula-
tions in this paper span the parameter space of stellar
structures that will lead to dynamical CE ejection.

3.2. 3D hydrodynamics

Figure 2 shows 3D volume renderings of three fields

(density, velocity, and energy) at three times: early in
the evolution (11 hr), at an intermediate time (16 hr),
and at a relatively late time (25 hr) when the enve-
lope has just been ejected. We show renderings for the

900R�, vi = vcirc (circular initial velocity) simulation.
Results are qualitatively similar for all of the other sim-
ulations. The volume renderings are of the bottom half

of the orbital plane (z < 0, with Jorb ‖ z), with a color
map and transfer function chosen to highlight the dy-
namic range and structure of the field being studied.

See §A for the detailed time evolution of these three
fields and a zoom-in on the core.

The 1st row of Figure 2 shows the logarithm of gas
density. In the first panel, one can see the density shells

that are progressively disturbed as the secondary sweeps
through the primary’s envelope. At late times, the struc-
ture is quite disturbed and resembles a differentially ro-

tating disk, though at even later times, the secondary
stalls and “parks” at its final orbital separation (see Fig-
ure 3).

The 2nd row of Figure 2 shows the ratio of absolute
magnitude of velocity to the local escape velocity for
each cell, |v|/vesc,local. Pink corresponds to gas that is
bound to the system (values < 1) and green corresponds
to gas that is not bound to the system (values > 1). The
blue isosurface is at |v|/vesc,local = 1. At late times (after
a few orbits of the secondary), nearly all of the envelope

is at |v| > vesc,local and is gravitationally unbound from
the star. Some of the envelope material is shocked to
|v| & 6vesc,local on the leading edge of a spherically ex-
panding shell. One can see the envelope being shocked
and swept preferentially outwards as the secondary or-
bits the center of mass of the primary. As the secondary
moves through the envelope of the primary, it acts as

a local diffusive source term, giving surrounding mate-

rial roughly outward velocities. We also analyzed the
velocity vectors of each grid cell, and found that they
are nearly all pointed outwards from the core as a re-
sult of the secondary’s repeated passages, ejecting the
envelope.

The 3rd row of Figure 2 shows specific energy (the
sum of specific kinetic and potential energy, internal en-
ergy is not included). Pink-purple corresponds to bound
(ε < 0) and yellow corresponds to unbound (ε > 0).
There is a blue isosurface at ε = 0. At early times, the
binding energy of most cells is negative. At late times,
nearly all of the material in the box (except for the sur-
viving core) has positive energy. The core and secondary
have separate Roche lobes, and the equipotential sur-
face of ε = 0 (blue isosurface) is confined to a small
region around the core. The size of this region decreases
with time and number of orbits until the secondary stalls

at its final orbital separation. This qualitatively shows
complete envelope ejection.

In the bottom left panel of Figure 2 one can see a

crescent-shaped sliver of material on the left hand side
of the panel that becomes unbound.

This is due to the change in the mass distribution in-

terior to the radius of this sliver (initially at r ≈ 10R�)
caused by the secondary sweeping out mass on the right
hand side. The gravitational potential due to the en-
closed mass changes and this sliver of material becomes

unbound due to gravitational effects (acting nearly in-
stantaneously) as opposed to hydrodynamical effects
(acting on the dynamical time).

We now discuss the orbital parameters of the two ob-
jects and in particular the secondary as it orbits the
center of mass of the primary donor star. The left panel

of Figure 3 shows the trajectory of the center of mass of
the primary and the secondary as a function of time in
two of our simulation box coordinates (x and y; because
our simulation is symmetric along the z-axis, there is lit-

tle evolution of the center of masses in z). We show the
evolution for the two 900R� simulations, with vi = vcirc
and vi = vintegrator, where vintegrator is the initial veloc-
ity vector informed by the 2D kinematics study. Blue
and green ‘X’s mark the time at which the envelope is
ejected (see Figure 4).

The right panels of Figure 3 show the separation a(t)
between the center of mass of the primary and the posi-
tion of the point mass secondary vs. time for the same
two simulations. Results for our other simulations are
qualitatively similar. The final orbital separations and
the energies as a function of time for all simulations
are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 4 respectively. Several

“bounces” are observed as the secondary orbits the core.
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Figure 2. 3D renderings of three fields (density, velocity, and energy) at three times: early in the evolution (11 hr), at
an intermediate time (16 hr), and at a moderately late time (25 hr) when the envelope has just been ejected. We show the
900R�, vi = vcirc simulation; results are qualitatively similar for all our other simulations. 1st row: logarithm of gas density.
Shells corresponds to different density isosurfaces. 2nd row: ratio of velocity magnitude to local escape velocity, |v|/vesc,local.
Blue isosurface is at |v|/vesc,local = 1, pink-red is < 1, green-yellow is > 1. 3rd row: sum of specific kinetic and potential energy.
Blue isosurface at ε = 0, pink-purple corresponds to bound (ε < 0) and yellow corresponds to unbound (ε > 0). White ‘+’
indicates position of secondary. Videos available at https://youtube.com/channel/UCShahcfGrj5dOZTTrOEqSOA.

The initial velocity vector informed by the 2D kine-
matics (see Section 2) occurs near the pericenter of an
eccentrically inspiraling orbit and it is thus higher en-
ergy (larger velocity) than the circular initial velocity.
The run using this vector stalls and “parks” at an orbital
separation of af ≈ 2.8R�. The circular initial velocity
simulation parks at an orbital separation of af ≈ 1.2R�.
For reference, the final orbital separation of the 750R�
simulation is af ≈ 1.1R� and the final orbital separa-
tion of the 1080R� simulation is af ≈ 1.4R�. After su-

pernova kicks (calculated with 1000 randomly oriented
kicks and a nominal kick magnitude of 250 km/s; Hobbs
et al. 2005), we calculate that these systems will form
binary neutron stars that merge within 0.01–1 Gyr (95%
confidence interval of the probability distribution). See
§F for details of this calculation.

We estimate the αCE-equivalent efficiency, where α =
Ebind,env/∆Eorb ≈ 2afEbind/(GMcoreMsecondary). For
the R? = 900R� run, taking af = 2.8R�, Mcore =
4.5M�, Msecondary = 1.4M�, Mdonor = 9.9M�, and

ai ≈ 1000R�, using Eq. 1 we find ∆Eorb ≈ 4.2 × 1048

erg. The binding energy at 2.8R� is (see Figure 11)
Ebind ≈ 5.5 × 1047 erg. This gives an αCE-equivalent
efficiency of αCE ≈ 0.13. Similarly, for the R? = 750R�
run, taking af = 1.1R�, we find αCE ≈ 0.38. For
the R? = 1080R� run, taking af = 1.4R�, we find
αCE ≈ 0.08. Thus, the αCE is small for the models we
study, but we note that this may be specific for these
extended progenitors.

In comparison, based on their final orbital separation,

the 1D MESA study of Fragos et al. (2019) (who stud-
ied a different primary model; see Figure 10) find a high

https://youtube.com/channel/UCShahcfGrj5dOZTTrOEqSOA
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Figure 3. Trajectory and orbital separation for two 900R� simulations with different initial velocities. Black is 900R�, vi =
vintegrator,∆Xmax = 100R�, red is 900R�, vi = vcirc. Blue and green ‘X’s mark the time at which the envelope is ejected for
the vcirc and vintegrator runs respectively (see Figure 4). Left: trajectory. Black/red line is secondary (NS), red dot is center of
mass of primary (donor star). Right: separation a(t) between center of mass of primary and position of point mass secondary
vs. time.

αCE-equivalent efficiency of ≈ 5, though we note that
this study finds envelope ejection in the self-regulated

regime and αCE is calculated after a mass-transfer phase
which occurs after the envelope is ejected. After enve-
lope ejection, in our simulations, we expect a stable mass
transfer phase to occur between the surviving core and

the NS (as in Fragos et al. 2019), which will further alter
the separation before the supernova takes place.

We now turn to a calculation of the energy of each

cell in the simulation box as a function of time. Fig-
ure 4 shows specific energy (ε = εkin + εgrav) vs. time,
for material outside of the current orbit of the secondary

(see Figure 3) for all of the models we simulate in 3D hy-
drodynamics. We note that the recombination energy,
while not included in our simulations, is small compared
to the binding energy of the envelope here; for hydrogen,
εrecomb ≈ 13.6 eV/mp ≈ 1019 erg/g, whereas the enve-
lope energy is ε ≈ 1021 erg/g (Figure 4). The energy
of this material increases with time, transitioning from
negative (bound) to positive (unbound) at t ≈ 15–20 h.
Small-scale variations correspond to the “bounces” in
orbital separation as a function of time with each suc-

cessive orbit of the secondary (Figure 3).
We successfully eject the envelope for all of our sim-

ulated models, which span the range of stellar age and
radii in which dynamical CE ejection is predicted to be
possible for an initially 12M� primary. We note that we
do not include internal or recombination energy in calcu-
lation of the envelope energy (which some contemporary

studies do, and which is a positive quantity that helps

with envelope ejection), only kinetic and gravitational
potential energy. As a second verification of envelope
ejection, we also calculate the mass ejected (unbound)

from the primary as a function of time. We find that
the secondary ejects the entire mass of the envelope (in-
cluding all of the hydrogen; see below).

The mass enclosed inside the orbit of the secondary
does not change appreciably over the course of the sim-
ulation; we verify that mass does not “leak” significantly

from the inner regions of the star due to numerical ef-
fects (see §G). Thus, we estimate that the inspiral is not
driven by the increased numerical drag due to the core
mass leaking out towards the secondary (because none

of this leaked mass reaches the secondary’s orbit) but
is instead driven by regular numerical drag due to the
3D hydrodynamical grid that is a resolution-dependent
effect (see §G for our numerical convergence study).

We now briefly discuss the chemical abundance of the
ejecta. Figures 5 shows 3D renderings of the mass frac-
tion of hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen, at three times
for the (900R�, vi = vcirc) run. Results for other runs
are qualitatively similar. Though it contributes signif-
icantly to the total mass fraction, we did not include
a rendering of carbon as the carbon remains relatively
sequestered near the core rather than mixing with the
outer debris as the hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen do.

See §C for 1D composition profiles of these elements at
the beginning of the simulation. All composition data
is available upon request.

3.3. Recombination Transient
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The most notable result is that the hydrogen enve-
lope is completely ejected at late times; this implies no
hydrogen will be visible in the spectrum of the surviv-

ing stripped star as the surface hydrogen mass fraction
is nearly zero. The expanding hydrogen bubble is ob-
servable as a hydrogen recombination transient Ivanova

et al. (2013a). We use Eqns. (A1), (A2), and (A3)
of MacLeod et al. (2017b), based on Ivanova et al.
(2013a)’s application of the analytic theory of recom-
bination transients (e.g., Popov 1993; Kasen & Woosley

2009; Kasen & Ramirez-Ruiz 2010) to estimate the lumi-
nosity, timescale, and total energy of this recombination
transient (see §B for details of the calculation). Using

Rinit ≈ 2R� (approximate stalling orbital separation of
the secondary across our models), ∆M ≈ 5M� (the en-
tire mass of the envelope), vej ≈ 18 km/s (the velocity at

10R� at the end of our simulation), κ ≈ 0.32 cm2 g, and
Trec ≈ 4500 K, we find Lp ≈ 1037 erg s−1, tp ≈ 274 d,
and Erad,p ≈ 2 × 1044 erg. The mass of the stripped
star is M? ≈ 4.5M�, radius R? ≈ 1R�. We note a
stripped star and neutron star are also interesting as a
“living” gravitational wave source potentially observable
with LISA (Götberg et al. 2020). See §4 for discussion
on extensions to our framework to study the remnant in
more detail and for longer timescales.

Roughly 10% of the brightest luminous red novae
(LRN) transients, which have been previously associ-
ated with stellar mergers and common-envelope ejec-
tions, are predicted to occur at some point in binary
neutron star forming systems (Howitt et al. 2020; Vigna-

Gómez et al. 2020). LRN have come to be associated
with stellar mergers through detailed study of a few

landmark events. M31 RV was one of the first LRN to be
identified, in 1988, but the light curve of the transient
is only captured during the decline (e.g., Mould et al.

1990). The galactic transient V1309 Sco proved essen-
tial in establishing the nature of these events as stellar
mergers (Mason et al. 2010; Nicholls et al. 2013). Note-

worthy transients arising from a relatively massive stars
include M31LRN 2015 with a progenitor of M? ≈ 3–
5.5M� (MacLeod et al. 2017b) and M101 OT2015-1
with a progenitor of M? ≈ 18M� (Blagorodnova et al.

2017).

4. DISCUSSION

Here we briefly compare to other work, discuss uncer-

tainties in the 1D stellar modeling, resolution-dependent
effects in the 3D hydrodynamics, and comment on fu-
ture work.

4.1. Comparison to other work

We briefly compare to other work below, though we
note that no other 3D hydrodynamics simulations have
been conducted to simulate CE ejection leading to a
binary neutron star system, thus with our mass ratios
(which are more extreme than the current literature)
or stellar radii (which are also relatively larger than
the current literature). The main difference with these
works, besides the star studied, is that the initial condi-
tions of our 3D hydrodynamics simulations are informed

using an adjusted 1D energy formalism (see §2) and a
2D kinematics study.

There has been five decades of work on the CE phase
(see e.g., Ivanova et al. 2013b), and there is an extensive
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Figure 5. 3D renderings of mass fraction of hydrogen, helium, and nitrogen as a function of time, for the (900R�, vi = vcirc)
run. Results for other simulations are qualitatively similar. The colormap is the same for each element but note that the scale
changes for each element in order to highlight the structure. For hydrogen and helium, mass fractions range from 0 (dark purple)
to 1 (light yellow). For nitrogen, mass fractions range from 0 (dark purple) to 0.01 (light yellow).

literature on CE ejection (we review some below); how-
ever, the most relevant comparison for our work is to the

1D study of Fragos et al. (2019), who also study BNS
formation through the CE phase. These authors study
a different (though comparable) MESA model to ours
(see Figure 10) and thus a direct comparison is not pos-
sible. We note our 1D formalism predicts that the model
studied by Fragos et al. (2019) is in a boundary region
where the outcome of CE evolution is unclear. The au-
thors find CE ejection in the self-regulated regime. We
study CE ejection in the dynamical regime, and find that
for all of the models we simulate in 3D hydrodynamics,
the envelope is ejected in the dynamical regime. Fragos
et al. (2019) find a final orbital separation of af ≈ 3.3–
5.7R�. We find final orbital separations of af ≈ 1.1–

2.8R�. While it is valuable to model the CE evolution
from start to finish, the 1D treatment that is necessary
to facilitate this has inherent limitations. For example,

Fragos et al. (2019) assume complete and instantaneous
spherically symmetric sharing of orbital energy with the

envelope. This is an nonphysical assumption that can
only be addressed by 3D hydrodynamics.

Results from other studies of CE ejection for lower
mass ratio systems are listed below. Generally, con-
temporary studies have been unable to eject the enve-
lope in the course of the 3D simulation. The fact that
we are able to successfully and robustly eject the enve-
lope, without including internal or recombination energy
(which is claimed to be essential to CE ejection in some
contemporary work at lower masses; see below), is likely

due to the fact that we study an evolved 12M� red su-
pergiant primary; thus, the secondary encounters a very
different density profile during its inspiral that the den-
sity profiles in the works listed below. Sandquist et al.
(1998) find 23-31% envelope ejection in simulations with
3M� and 5M� AGB primaries. Staff et al. (2016) find
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25% envelope ejection with a 3.05M� (3.5M� ZAMS
mass) AGB primary. Sand et al. (2020) find <20% enve-
lope ejection when not accounting for recombination en-
ergy, and complete envelope ejection when including re-
combination energy, for a 1M�, 174R� early-AGB star
with companions of different masses. Chamandy et al.
(2020) find an envelope unbinding rate of 0.1–0.2M� yr,
implying envelope unbinding in <10 yr, for a 1.8M�,
122R� AGB primary with 1M� secondary.

We note that many contemporary studies that at-
tempt to simulate systems in which one star is highly
centrally concentrated have replaced the core of that star
with a point mass, and the core’s density profile with a
much less centrally-concentrated polytrope. This short-
cut creates an artificial boundary and makes it easier to
eject the envelope. In this work we fully resolve the core
of the star, allowing for a realistic treatment of the in-
spiral and material interior to the secondary’s location
as it stalls and “parks” at a final orbital separation.

4.2. Uncertainties due to prior evolution

There are four main disclaimers to our analysis, and
indeed to our initial stellar models in general:

First, our model of the 12M� donor was evolved as
a single star. However, for the progenitor system of a
BNS merger, the typical scenario includes a stable mass
transfer phase before the formation of the NS (e.g., Tau-

ris et al. 2017). Therefore, the donor star at the CE
phase is the initially less massive star which has possi-
bly accreted mass from the NS progenitor and survived

the passage of the supernova shock. While the latter
has only a moderate effect on the stellar structure (e.g.,
Hirai et al. 2018), the phase of stable mass transfer can

lead to high rotation (e.g., Hut 1981; Cantiello et al.
2007; de Mink et al. 2013), chemical pollution with He
(e.g., Blaauw 1993), and mixing of fresh hydrogen in the
core. These effects can influence the stellar radius signif-
icantly (e.g., rotation can increase the equatorial radius,
He-richness can contribute to keep the star more com-
pact), and most importantly change the density profile

just outside the core (i.e., in the domain of our 3D sim-
ulation) with the rejuvenation-inducing mixing. A sec-
ond order effect is the impact on the wind mass loss rate
(and thus orbital evolution) of the system (e.g., Renzo
et al. 2017). While these require further investigation,
our models provide a proof-of-concept of our methods
that could be applied to more realistic post-RLOF CE
donors.

Second, we do not accurately know the distribution of
separations that systems have at the time when star one
is a neutron star and the other star is a red supergiant.

Third, in considering the orbital evolution prior to
filling the Roche lobe, we use the Jeans approximation
for widening as a result of stellar wind mass loss (see §E).
The Jeans approximation may not actually hold for the
donor star. The mass loss occurs in the late phases and
the systems of interest in this work will be very close
to Roche-lobe filling at this stage. We may have wind
focusing (e.g., Mohamed & Podsiadlowski 2007). It is
possible that the systems shrink instead of widening. In
that case, the forbidden region (see §E) might no longer
be forbidden.

Fourth, our results depend on how accurate our pro-
genitor models are. These are subject to all of the uncer-
tainties that affect massive star evolution, most notably
those related to mass loss (e.g., Renzo et al. 2017) and
internal mixing (e.g., Davis et al. 2019). These affect the
final structure and core mass at the moment of Roche-

lobe filling.

4.3. Numerical resolution

Our resolution is sufficient to achieve common enve-

lope ejection and stall/“park” at a final orbital separa-
tion of af ≈ 1.1–2.8R� in our simulations. However,
there is mass leakage and redistribution from the highly
centrally concentrated core (ρc ≈ 103–106 g/cm3) at

radii R < 0.3R� (see Section G). Because it occurs at
radii significantly smaller than the position of the sec-
ondary, this redistribution of mass should not have an

effect on the secondary’s orbit (Gauss’ theorem). The
largest numerical effect on the secondary’s orbit is the
numerical diffusion introduced by the grid (as in any 3D
hydrodynamics simulation). This effect decreases with

increasing resolution. We discuss this further in Sec-
tion G.

Our FLASH setup uses a cartesian grid, which does

not conserve angular momentum L (this happens any
time there is rotational motion across a grid cell). This
causes the point mass to inspiral more rapidly. This is in
comparison to explicitly Galilean-invariant codes such as
moving-mesh codes. For example, Ohlmann et al. (2016)
quote that L was conserved during their run with an er-
ror below 1%. Technically, our FLASH setup violates

Galilean invariance, as do other conventional grid-based
hydrodynamics codes (when altering the background ve-
locity at the same resolution), but as Robertson et al.
(2010) showed, this is a resolution-dependent effect, and
L in grid codes approaches perfect conservation at very
high resolutions. The non-conservation of L becomes
larger with each orbit (the longer the simulation is run).
Thus, if we have successful CE ejection, which we do,
this likely represents a “lower limit” of possible CE ejec-
tion, because with perfect conservation of L the point
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mass would orbit more times and have longer to strip
and eject the CE. While our detailed results are some-
what resolution-dependent to a certain extent (though
not significantly; see §G), the main result of this work—
successful CE ejection leading to binary neutron star
formation for all of the models we study—is robust and
will only become stronger at higher resolutions.

4.4. Future work

The framework developed in this work can be used to
study various binary stellar phenomena. First, we can
study the large parameter space of systems that can be
accurately modeled as a star–point mass interaction, in-
cluding different mass ratios, primary/donor stars, and
metallicities. We plan to perform a parameter-space
study of CE systems leading the binary neutron stars
and black hole/neutron star binaries. We also plan to

study the long-term evolution by exporting the FLASH
simulation back to MESA (this capability was already
explored in Wu et al. 2020).

The astrophysical context provided by a detailed phys-
ical understanding of the CE phase allows one to use
GW and EM observations of binary neutron star merg-
ers as tools to answer a broader set of questions than

the raw GW data alone can answer, for example, on the
lives and deaths of stars, the difficult-to-probe physics
of the deep interiors of stars, and how nucleosynthesis

operates in the Universe.
In another direction, we can adjust our framework to

follow the ejected material in more detail to inform our

understanding of supernovae that interact with material
from CE ejections. This may also help to understand
some stars in the Galaxy that have interacted with CE
material.

In the longer term, we plan to extend our FLASH
setup to initialize two separate MESA stars. This would
(in theory) allow us to study the entire parameter space
of star-star interactions, leading to both stellar mergers
and CE ejections.

5. CONCLUSION

The main points of this paper are summarized below.

1. We study the dynamical common envelope evolu-
tion of an initially 12M� red supergiant star and
a 1.4M� neutron star in 3D hydrodynamics.

2. Most earlier studies have focused on low mass
stars. This is the first successful 3D hydrodynam-
ics simulation of a high mass progenitor that re-
sults in a binary neutron star that merges within
a Hubble time.

3. We fully resolve the core of the star to . 0.005R�
and our 3D hydrodynamics simulations are in-
formed by an adjusted 1D analytic energy formal-
ism and a 2D kinematics study.

4. We study different initial separations where the
donor fills its Roche lobe during the first ascent
of the giant branch and after the completion of
central helium burning.

5. We find complete envelope ejection (without re-
quiring any other energy sources than kinetic and
gravitational energy) during the dynamical inspi-
ral for all of the models we study.

6. We find a final orbital separation of af ≈ 1.1–
2.8R� (before any supernova kick) for the models
we study, which span the range of initial separa-
tions in which dynamical CE ejection is possible

for a 12M� star. These systems will form binary
neutron stars that will merge within 0.01–1 Gyr.
We find an αCE-equivalent efficiency of ≈ 0.1–0.4
for the models we study, but this may be specific

for these extended progenitors.

7. The framework developed in this work can be used

successfully to study the diversity of common en-
velope progenitors in 3D hydrodynamics.
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APPENDIX

A. DETAILED TIME EVOLUTION

Here we show the evolution during the neutron star’s inspiral for the (900R�, vi = vintegrator) run. See Figure 3
for the trajectory and orbital separation as a function of time (black line). The animated video Figure 7 shows a 3D
rendering of the material near the core of the primary, from initial inspiral through common envelope ejection and
stalling (“parking”) of the neutron star at its final orbital separation. Different shells corresponds to different density
isosurfaces. While the material inside the core of the primary remains relatively undisturbed (as the closest approach
of the secondary is r ≈ 2R� and the radius of the core is Rcore ≈ 0.35R�), the material outside the core (both interior

to and exterior to the orbit of the neutron star) is swept away and cleared with each successive passage of the neutron
star. Red ‘+’ (or ‘→’ if it is outside the domain) indicates the position of the neutron star. It is apparent that the
neutron star is able to effectively clear the material interior to its orbit but outside the core (in addition to ejecting

the envelope), allowing it to “park” at a final orbital separation (for this simulation) of af ≈ 2.8R�.
The animated video Figure 7 shows a 3D rendering of the material for the entire domain, as opposed to a zoom-in

on the material near the core in Figure 6. While in Figure 6 we saw that the core remained relatively undisturbed and

that there was not significantly more material in between the orbit of the neutron star and the core, here the focus
is the severely disturbed material in the envelope. One can see the “spiral-wave” feature as the neutron star sweeps
out envelope mass with each successive passage in its orbit. One can also see that some of the higher density material
closer to the core is moved outward toward the periphery as the neutron star ejects this material.

The animated video Figure 8 shows a 3D rendering of the ratio of the velocity magnitude to the local escape velocity,
|v|/vesc,local as a function of time. As the neutron star orbits the center of mass of the red supergiant star, it strips
off the envelope material outside its orbit, unbinding it and shocking this material to velocities in excess of 6vesc,local.

These large velocities are an indication of how efficiently the orbital energy of the neutron star is transferred to the
energy of the envelope.

The animated video Figure 9 shows a 3D rendering of the sum of the specific kinetic and potential energy as a
function of time. There is a blue isosurface at ε = 0, pink-purple corresponds to bound material (ε < 0), and yellow

corresponds to unbound material (ε > 0). As in Figure 8, the envelope gains more energy with each orbital passage of
the neutron star and becomes progressively more unbound (the colors become a brighter yellow with time).

B. HYDROGEN RECOMBINATION TRANSIENT

Here we outline the details of our estimate of the properties of the hydrogen recombination transient from the ejected
hydrogen envelope (see §3). We use Eqns. (A1), (A2), and (A3) of MacLeod et al. (2017b), based on Ivanova et al.
(2013a)’s application of the analytic theory of recombination transients (e.g., Popov 1993; Kasen & Woosley 2009;
Kasen & Ramirez-Ruiz 2010) to estimate the luminosity, timescale, and total energy of the hydrogen recombination

transient predicted by our 3D hydrodynamics simulations:

Lp ≈ 4.2× 1037 erg s−1
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Figure 6. Video figure (viewable online). Video shows a 3D rendering of the logarithm of gas density ([g/cm3]) for material near
the core of the primary (the domain is of the video here is x ≈ 10R� on a side) during the neutron star’s inspiral for the (900R�,
vi = vintegrator) run. Shells correspond to different density isosurfaces; white is highest density, dark purple is lowest density.
Video shows that the neutron star significantly disturbs the density structure of the envelope as it orbits and “stalls” at a final
orbital separation, but that the core of the star remains largely undisturbed. Position of the neutron star is indicated by the red
‘+’, or ‘→’ if it is outside the domain. Videos also available at https://youtube.com/channel/UCShahcfGrj5dOZTTrOEqSOA.

Using Rinit ≈ 2R� (approximate stalling orbital separation of the secondary across our models), ∆M ≈ 5M� (the
entire mass of the envelope), vej ≈ 18 km/s (the velocity at 10R� at the end of our simulation), κ ≈ 0.32 cm2 g, and
Trec ≈ 4500 K, we find Lp ≈ 1037 erg s−1, tp ≈ 274 d, and Erad,p ≈ 2× 1044 erg.

C. MESA PROFILES

Here we provide more detail on the 1D stellar models (the initial conditions for the 3D hydrodynamics) built in MESA.
Our primary is constructed using the setup of Götberg et al. (2018), but for a single star. The top row of Figure 10
shows density profiles (vs. radius and mass coordinate) for the three models we simulate in 3D hydrodynamics. The
bottom left panel shows the mass enclosed vs. radius. We also compare to the primary from the 1D MESA study of
CE ejection of Fragos et al. (2019), which was 12M� and ≈500R�. The density profiles are all very similar, being
highly centrally concentrated with a core of ≈ 5M� sequestered at . 1R�. The greatest difference is in the inner
0.1R�, where the least centrally concentrated model (750R�) has a central density of ρc ≈ 103 g/cm3 and the most
centrally concentrated model (1080R�) has a central density of ρc ≈ 106 g/cm3. The density drops from a central
value of ρc ≈ 103–106 g/cm3 to ρ . 10−5 g/cm 3 by R = 10R�.

The bottom right panel of Figure 10 shows the 1D composition profiles for hydrogen, helium, carbon, and nitrogen

at the beginning of the simulation (thus, they are identical to the MESA composition profiles) for the 900R� star.
See Figure 5 for 3D renderings of the chemical abundance of the system as a function of time. Note that the abrupt

https://youtube.com/channel/UCShahcfGrj5dOZTTrOEqSOA
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Figure 7. Video figure (viewable online). Video shows a 3D rendering of the logarithm of gas density for the full domain
(compare to Figure 6) during the neutron star’s inspiral for the (900R�, vi = vintegrator) run. Shells correspond to different
density isosurfaces; white is highest density, dark purple is lowest density. Video highlights the severely shocked and disturbed
density structure of the outer envelope, which is ejected as the neutron star orbits the giant star. Position of the neutron star
is indicated by the white ‘+’. Videos also available at https://youtube.com/channel/UCShahcfGrj5dOZTTrOEqSOA.

changes in composition are a result of the well-defined compositional layering from the MESA model (this is mapped
exactly into FLASH, thus this is the same as the MESA composition profile).

D. ADJUSTED 1D ENERGY FORMALISM

Here we provide more detailed results of our 1D energy formalism (method discussed in §2.2). Figure 11 shows
binding and orbital energies vs. radius and mass for the three models from that we simulate in 3D hydrodynamics (see
Figures 1, 10). In the 1st row we compare gravitational binding energy Egrav between all three models. In other rows
we show detailed results for each model including binding energy from the standard α formalism (Egrav), the Bondi
radius adjusted formalism (Egrav,Ra), the Roche radius adjusted formalism (Egrav,RRoche

), and the change in orbital
energy (∆Eorb). In general, we see that the binding energy profiles, similar to the density profiles (Figure 10), are
also highly centrally concentrated and that < 0.1% of the binding energy is at radii larger than 10R�. The different
calculated energies (for the standard α formalism and for the r −Ra and r −RRoche adjusted formalism) are used to

determine the predicted envelope ranges in the 1D energy formalism (see Section 2.2).

E. FORBIDDEN DONOR RADII

The star cannot fill its Roche lobe at an arbitrary moment in its evolution; it needs to have a size large enough
such that it would not have filled its Roche lobe before. Simply including stellar ages where the star’s radius exceeds
any earlier radius it had is not sufficient, as the orbit is changing as well due to wind mass loss and possibly tidal
interactions.

https://youtube.com/channel/UCShahcfGrj5dOZTTrOEqSOA
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Figure 8. Video figure (viewable online). Video shows a 3D rendering of the ratio of velocity magnitude to local escape
velocity for the full domain for the (900R�, vi = vintegrator) run. Blue isosurface is at |v|/vesc,local = 1, pink-red is < 1, green-
yellow is > 1. Position of the neutron star is indicated by the white ‘+’. Videos also available at https://youtube.com/channel/
UCShahcfGrj5dOZTTrOEqSOA.

A standard assumption is to think about the orbital changes in the Jeans mode approximation, where the orbital
change is a very simple function of the mass loss. It relies on the assumption that (i) mass loss is steady (i.e., in a
smooth wind, not a sudden supernova explosion) and (ii) it is lost with a velocity that is high compared to the orbital
velocities (such that, e.g., it cannot have any tidal interaction with the system) and (iii) it is lost from the vicinity of
the mass-losing star in a spherically symmetric fashion in the reference frame of the mass-losing star.

This gives the following simple analytical result that a× (M1 +M2) = constant. In this work, this means that any

time t the separation a(t) is the following function of the masses and initial parameters:

a(t) = a(t = 0)× Md(t = 0) +MNS

Md(t) +MNS
(E4)

We calculate the size of the Roche radius of a system with an initial separation of a = 1301R�—this is the initial
separation of the widest system to fill its Roche lobe on the first ascent. The system widens with time due to the
Jeans mode mass loss. A system with an initial separation slightly larger than a = 1301R� would fill its Roche lobe
on the second ascent. But because of mass loss, the system will have widened in the meantime and the star needs to
be R? = 900R� or larger. The star can thus not fill its Roche lobe for ages between t(R = 757R�) and t(R = 900R�),
between the first peak and the second rise (see Figure 1).

In practice this means that the stellar models available to us in this work are: (a) stars that fill their Roche lobe
on the first ascent, that is with radius smaller than 757R�, and (b) stars that fill their Roche lobe on the second
ascent, provided their radius is larger than 900R�. In other words, we avoid using models with “forbidden radii” (radii

between 757–900R�).

https://youtube.com/channel/UCShahcfGrj5dOZTTrOEqSOA
https://youtube.com/channel/UCShahcfGrj5dOZTTrOEqSOA
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Figure 9. Video figure (viewable online). Video shows a 3D rendering of the sum of specific kinetic and potential energy
for the full domain for the (900R�, vi = vintegrator) run. Blue isosurface at ε = 0, pink-purple corresponds to bound (ε < 0)
and yellow corresponds to unbound (ε > 0). Position of the neutron star is indicated by the white ‘+’. Videos also available at
https://youtube.com/channel/UCShahcfGrj5dOZTTrOEqSOA.

F. MERGER TIME DISTRIBUTION

In order to estimate the merger time distributions of these binary neutron star systems, we take a linear distribution

in separations before the supernova (SN) from 1.1–2.8R�. We then take each separation and run 1000 randomly
oriented kicks. We take kick magnitudes of 100 km/s, 250 km/s (this is a typical value; e.g., Hobbs et al. 2005), and
500 km/s and the final mass of the new neutron star after the SN is 1.4M�. To calculate the post-SN orbit we use
Eqns. (7) and (8) of Andrews & Zezas (2019) and to calculate the merger times of these post-SN orbits we use Peters
(1964). Figure 12 shows the merger time distribution of the two resulting neutron stars for supernova kick velocities of
100 km/s, 250 km/s, and 500 km/s. For the 250km/s kick, the surviving fraction of binaries is ≈ 45%. After supernova
kicks, we calculate that these systems will form binary neutron stars that merge within 0.01–1 Gyr (95% confidence
interval of the probability distribution for the 250 km/s kick). We caution the reader that after envelope ejection we
expect a stable mass transfer phase to occur that will likely tighten the binary (see, e.g., Vigna-Gómez et al. 2020).
As such, this figure should be taken as a robust upper limit for the merger timescale.

G. NUMERICAL CONVERGENCE

Here we present a brief numerical convergence study of the effect of numerical diffusion on the simulation results.

The 1st row of Figure 13 shows trajectories and orbital separation vs. time for two different resolution criteria for the
(900R�, vi = vintegrator) run. We use the same refinement criteria but two different box sizes: ∆Xmax = (100R�, 40R�),
translating to a factor of 2.5X increase in linear resolution between the two simulations. The secondary does not
inspiral as deeply for the higher resolution run. The higher resolution run stalls and attains a final orbital separation
of af ≈ 3.1R�, while the lower resolution run attains a final orbital separation of af ≈ 2.8R�.

https://youtube.com/channel/UCShahcfGrj5dOZTTrOEqSOA
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Figure 10. Top: MESA density profiles vs. radius and mass coordinate for the three models that we simulate in 3D
hydrodynamics (see Figure 1) and for the primary from Fragos et al. (2019). Bottom left: enclosed mass vs. radius. Bottom
right: initial 1D composition profiles of hydrogen, helium, carbon, and nitrogen for the 900R� star.

The 2nd row of Figure 13 shows the density profile along one direction in the orbital plane (other directions are
similar) at a few different times throughout the simulation for the same two runs. For reference, the relaxation process
is trelax ≈ 100tdyn,core ≈ 6 hr. After relaxation onto the grid, the central density decreases by a factor of ≈ 5. The

lower resolution run (∆Xmax = 100R�) shows lower core densities at radii of (r < 1R�) and higher densities at radii
of r > 1R�, especially at later times, whereas the higher resolution run conserves its density profile to late times. This
mass leakage from the core in the lower resolution run leads to a higher envelope density and thus a higher drag force
(as Fdrag ∝ ρ) for the lower resolution run. This likely explains its slightly deeper inspiral.

The 3rd row of Figure 13 shows mass enclosed vs. time at several radii for the same two runs. The ∆Xmax = 40R�
run conserves the inner mass shells much better than the ∆Xmax = 100R� run. However, for both runs, while the
innermost core expands and the mass spreads to somewhat larger radii, this has no effect on the secondary’s orbit as

the orbital separation is always at least r & 1R�, whereas the mass is redistributed within r . 0.5R�.
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Figure 11. Absolute value of binding and orbital energies vs. radius and mass for the three models we simulate in 3D
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